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Imported Cherries
Current Landscape in China
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China’s Cherry Import is Increasing
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Data Resource: China Custom
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Origins & Season: Year-Round Supply
As of now, China has established protocols with 10 countries and regions for the importation of cherries. Cherries have become a
Year-Round Supply product in China.
* Greece & Italy are also in the final stages of negotiation for market access.
Southern Hemisphere：Oct to Feb
Domestic Cherries Season：Mar to Jul
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Northern Hemisphere：May to Sep
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Domestic
Strength
01

Proximity
Cherries is grown in many region in China with close proximity to
market, and government tax free incentive to growers means low cost to
market.
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Lack of Competitor
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Dominate the market from April to June lack of completion from other
countries. Greenhouse cherries production allows production even in
March
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Traditional Production Regions(4)
Sichuan

- 烟台，山东 (Yantai, Shangdong)
- 大连，辽宁 (Dalian, Liaoning)

四川

Yunnan

- 铜川，陕西 (Tongchuan, Shaanxi)
- 天水，甘肃 (Tianshui, Gansu)

Fast Developed Production Regions(7)

云南

- 唐山，河北 (Tangshan, Hebei)
- 洛阳，河南 (Luoyang, Henan)
- 迁西，四川 (Qianxi, Sichuan)
- 新疆南部 (Southern Xinjiang)
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- 临沂，山西 (Linyi, Shanxi)
- 大理，云南 (Dali, Yunnan)
- 海东，青海 (Haidong, Qinghai)
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Domestic
Weakness & Threats
01

Local Production Local Consumption
Domestic cherry production is still limited in surrounding consumption with only a
few areas like Dalian and Shandong with the post harvest technology to export out
of province.

02

The Rain Problem
Weather is still the biggest issue China faces with too much rain during harvesting
period. Growers in China need to invest in rain covers or individually bag fruits
which significantly increase cost and can only mitigate part of the rain problem.

03

Lack of Industry Standard
Majority of the cherry growers in China grows under one hectare of land. The lack of
industrial farming means inconsistent quality and no investment in genetics, post
harvest and marketing. It is hard to see this trend change as the cherry industry in
China doesn’t attract investor and governments attention due to its long investment
cycle.
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United States

/ Canada

Strengths
Product Window
May - September

Market Share(2018)
10.67%

Ave. Growth Rate(2016-2018)
26.30%

01

02

Strong Brand
US Cherries has the longest history in China market with high
recognition from consumer. Northwest cherry association
conduct marketing campaign every year and many consumer
often mistakenly thinks all imported cherries are from USA.
77

Low Air Cost
Due to the frequent trade relationship, US Cherries
enjoys one of the lowest rate of air freight subsides by
outgoing cargo. 70% of US cherries arrives to China by
air compare to 10% of Chile cherry.
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United States

/ Canada
Weakness & Threats

01

Trade War
Cherry and other agriculture product becomes the biggest victim of the ongoing
US-China trade war. Tariff was increased from 10% to 50% and subjected to
another 10% increase starting from 9/1 this result in dramatic reduction in volume.
US China relationship hasn’t shown sign of improvement yet.

02

Hot Summer Problem
Cold chain becomes a bigger problem due to US Cherry is sold during the summer
in China. Many retailers are not equipped to sell summer cherries for extended
period of time. Logistic is also a big issue with not many trucking companies can
guarantee temperature. Therefore, summer cherry market size is much smaller than
during winter.

03

Unstable Weather in Canada
Canada although enjoys market price increase by US tariff, unstable weather in the
summer months still is a big challenge. This past season was heavily affected by a
few thunder storm that saw production area that lost over 50% production.
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Chile
Strengths
Product Window
November - February

Market Share(2018)
87.77%

Ave. Growth Rate(2016-2018)
39.2%

01

02

Understand China
Understand China: Knows the market well and is leading the
pack in terms meeting the consumer demand by creating 2.5
kg packaging and conducing industry wide promotional
campaign.

Chinese New Year
Season coincides with biggest gifting holiday Chinese New
Year (over 50% cherry sales happens in the weeks leading up
to the holiday.
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Chile
Weakness & Threats
01

Too Reliant on the Chinese Market
China now accounts for 92% of total export, putting all the eggs in one basket.
Lack of supply to other important markets like Europe and USA means
consumers and retailers in those market no longer put emphasis on this product
category.

02

Too Much Volume
The projected production will increase by 50% in the next three year to over 60
million cartons, and the volume is concentrated in 4 week-period. This create a
tremendous problem for packing, transportation, and marketing.
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New Zealand

/ Australia

Strengths
Product Window
November - February

Market Share(2018)
1.42%

Ave. Growth Rate(2016-2018)
58.84%

01

02

Strong Brand
Chinese consumer consider these two countries as
perhaps the cleanest place on earth. Dairy
product, meat, and wine from this region enjoys a premium
price in the market. More and more Chinese now prefers
to immigrate to this region compare to United States.
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Shorter Transit
New Zealand and Australia are the closest South
Hemisphere cherry region which means shorter and
cheaper air transit and fresher quality. Due to the limited
supply, ocean shipments hasn't become an industry
practice but could be an opportunity as a way to extend
season and lower cost.
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New Zealand

/ Australia

Weakness & Threats
01

Unstable Quality
Last year, Australia mainland was allowed to export to China with fumigation
protocol. Fumigation inherently decrease the quality of cherry and therefore
deliver mixed result in the market. Australia should position itself as the
premium product and not risk losing its brand value.

02

Limited Resource
Both region suffers from resource issue like water and human labor, this limits
the production possibility and future expansion. The total production cost is very
high compare to Chile and Argentina.
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PART 2

Cherry Industry Trend
in China
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Growing Trends
01

Longer Available Season thru Genetics.

02

Later Growing Region with Investment in
Technology and Infrastructure.

Staccato harvest two weeks after
sweetheart

Paraguay

IFG Cheery Brands with sub 400
chill hours
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Chile

Rain covers and frost protection allows
production in Regions like Chile Chico (47
degree latitude).
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Packaging & Logistic Trends

01

Packing Line with advance imaging technology
to minimize defects.

02

Packing Technology on modified atmosphere seal
and wrap to extend shelf life.

03

Transportation Innovation with Charter flight from South
America to China. Shortens the transit time by 30% and
improve freshness.
Fast vessel becomes industry standard and benefited
other produce like grapes, blueberries and stone fruit.
Ocean-air arrangements could become a strategic tool to
fill the supply gap in early December.

Edible coating underdevelopment by Apeel and
others could dramatically change logistics
requirement.
15
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And More…

01

Direct to Tier-2 and Retailer: Limited by high operation
cost, out-dated equipment and worsening traffic, the
importance of Tier 1 wholesale market is decreasing.
Many cargo now goes directly to retailer or to Tier-2
wholesale market in Chengdu, Zhengzhou and other cities.
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02

Marketing Campaign: Thru marketing campaign
conducted by Chile and United States. More
consumption scenario is created other than as
gifts for Chinese New Year

03

Packaging Trends: Retailer requires supplier to
provide small clamshell package (>1kg) to reduce
waste in store and ease-of-delivery.
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PART 3

Things to Consider for Argentinian Cherry…
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Things to Consider…

Competition

01

Chile is still the main competitor for Argentina.
Chile production this year is expected to exceed 200
thousand tons, more than 30 times the size of Argentinian
industry. Chile also has a head start to export to China for
more than 10 years.

02

Chile has FTA agreements and does not
require cold treatment. Argentinian cherry has
to pay 10% tariff while Chilean pays 0%. Chile
also can do air shipment straight to China while
Argentina can only do ocean (so far)

03

New Zealand and Australia (Tasmania) only does air
shipment occupies the ultra premium space in the
market. Both countries have pristine image in Chinese
consumers mind so they are willing to pay double or triple
for their products.

04

So how should Argentinian cherry industry
capture the market when it already seems
saturated?
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Things to Consider…

Market Strategy

01

Argentina should be the premium ocean cherry origin.
Focus on quality and not quantity, AG cherry could establish
itself above offering from Chile. Put emphasis on having
consistent arrival, big sizing, good taste, and dark color
can differentiate from others.

02

Branding is very important!! Since most of the
vol. in China still go thru the wholesale
market, brands become an important tool to help
customers make quick decision. If a brand keep
its quality consistent for many arrivals, the price
can only go up!

03

Avoid the peak season if possible! It is tempting to
produce following the Chinese New Year timing to capture
all the sales during that period. However, it is wise to avoid
the peak weeks from Chile (harvesting in December).
Therefore plant more Santina and other variety, or
Regina and Kordia for the late part.

04

Learn from Chile for what really works! Utilize
the fast vessel from Santiago to China for fresher
quality, conduct marketing campaign to promote
AG county's image, and produce nice 2.5kg gift
packaging for the Chinese New Year.
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Some Final Thoughts
Cherry industry in China has enjoyed a golden ten years of development, everyone involved has
benefited greatly, even though Argentina is late to the party there are still tremendous room for growth.
China has an incredibly rewarding and transparent market system; If you do a good job, you can reap
great rewards, and if you do a bad job the market will punish you. It’s important to start slow and
steady, only supply what the market really needs.
Looking for a long term, reliable, and professional partner is key to success. You will have many
requests from China for collaboration, keep your eyes open and ask around. Having a good start is crucial
to building your brand and future success!
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We provide an all-in-one “Supply - Sales - Marketing - Promotions”
service for the fresh fruit industry. We are committed to helping our
global partners bring their fruits to Asia.
We import more than 50 items of fruits from over 30 countries around
the world to provide a wide range of fresh fruits for China, Hong
Kong, Taiwan and South Korea.
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